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Why spectrum exchange market?

Legacy wireless providers

Own the majority of spectrum
But cannot fully utilize them

New wireless providers

Thirst for spectrum resources

Spectrum exchange market

Help to match transactions
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Buyers
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Local resource

Spectrum is a local resource traded in local markets

Spectrum license has a geographical region (local area)
Sellers own spectrum license in some regions
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Take advantage of locality

Whole sale

Offer an entire license for sale

Partitioning

Partition entire license area into pieces
Sell any of them
Benefits: Increase utilization
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Both are supported in 
practical exchange markets

(e.g., www.specEx.com)
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Bidding

Practical database-driven spectrum markets
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DB Admin

ask $

Location

ask $

bid $

bid $

bid $

Location

Location
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Practical database-driven spectrum markets

Trade assignments
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Make sure the assigned trades are within 
local markets and conflict-free

DB Admin

Loser

$

$

$

$
SOLD

SOLD
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Basic economic properties of double auctions

Budget balance

Total payments to sellers      total charges to buyers

Truthfulness

All sellers and buyers submit their true valuations

Individual rationality

Buyer pays less than its bid
Seller receives more than its ask
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A gap between reality and literature

All proposed spectrum auctions are based on global markets

Sellers’ spectrum is globally available to all buyers
Whole sale only, no license partitioning allowed
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Auction 
type

Budget 
balance Truthfulness Individual 

rationality
Spectrum 

reuse
Market 

type
VERITAS, 

MobiCom’08 Single -- Yes Yes Yes Global

Jia et al., 
MobiHoc’09 Single -- Yes Yes Yes Global

TRUST,
INFOCOM’09 Double Yes Yes Yes Yes Global

TODA,
DySpan’10 Double Yes Yes Yes No Global

Xu et al.,
INFOCOM’10 Double Yes Yes Yes No Global
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Market locality challenges

Auction efficiency

   = # of winning buyers / # of total buyers

Direct extension either breaks economic properties or results 
in low efficiency

9

atm), as long as it believes that this is more beneficial. The
same may also be adopted by buyer n (i.e., bn != btn).
After collecting all asks a = (a1, . . . , aM ) and bids

b = (b1, . . . , bN ), the auctioneer clears the market by com-
puting the assignment of channels and winner payoffs. The
assignment is represented by the coloring of conflict graph
G, as mentioned above. Every winning seller m is paid
pm for leasing a channel, while every winning buyer n is
charged cn, both by the auctioneer. Therefore, the payoffs
consist of both the payments p = (p1, . . . , pM ) to sellers
and the charges c = (c1, . . . , cN ) to buyers. Then, for each
winning pair, the utility of seller m is us

m = pm " atm,
and that of buyer n is ub

n = btn " cn. For all losing sellers
and buyers, the payment, charges, and corresponding utilities
are zero. Also, the auctioneer gains a revenue, defined as
the difference between the total charges and total payments,
! =

!

n cn "
!

m pm.

C. Economic Requirements
To encourage participation, an auction should satisfy some

basic economic requirements [13] as defined below.
1) Individual Rationality: An auction is individually ra-

tional if no winning buyer is charged higher than its bid
(cn # bn), and no winning seller is paid less than its ask
(pm $ am). With this property, participants will always benefit
by joining the auction.
2) Budget Balance: To make the auction self-sustained

without any external subsidies, the generated revenue is re-
quired to be non-negative. Formally, an auction has ex post
budget balance if ! $ 0. A weaker requirement is ex ante
budget balance, where the revenue is non-negative in expec-
tation, i.e., E! $ 0.
3) Truthfulness: Selfish participants can strategically bid

to manipulate the market and obtain favorable outcomes by
hurting the others. To avoid such manipulation, we should de-
sign a mechanism to ensure that all participants bid truthfully.
Formally, an auction is truthful if no one can expect more
benefit by cheating. That is, for all n (m), bn = btn (am = atm)
is always the best bid (ask) with the maximum utility ub

n (us
m),

no matter how other participants behave.
We say an auction is economically robust [4], [7] if it is

individually rational, budget balanced (either ex post or ex
ante), and truthful.

D. Problem Definition
The motivation for introducing a spectrum market is to

improve channel utilization. We therefore prefer facilitating
as many wireless users as possible to access idle channels.
For an auction mechanism M, we define auction efficiency as
the proportion of winning buyers:

"M =
Nw

N
, (1)

where Nw is the number of winning buyers.
With input G = (V,E,C), asks a and bids b, an auction

mechanism M outputs payments p, charges c and a colored
graph G. Ideally, we would like to find an economically robust
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Fig. 3: A simple extension to TRUST [4].

auction mechanism that also maximizes the auction efficiency.
However, the impossibility theorem [14] dictates that maximal
auction efficiency is incompatible with economic robustness.
In this work, we view economic robustness as a hard constraint
to ensure a well-behaving spectrum market. Hence, we are
concerned with the following optimization problem:

max
M

"M ;

s.t. M is economically robust.
(2)

The proposed auction mechanisms in District are shown
to be economically robust while maintaining high auction
efficiency.

III. DESIGNING AUCTIONS FOR LOCAL MARKETS

To design auction mechanisms for local spectrum markets,
we begin by investigating into the possibility of extending
existing spectrum auctions based on global markets. We will
see in the following that simple extensions are either not
feasible or leading to fairly inefficient outcomes.
In single-sided auctions, only one side (either buyers or

sellers) has bidding strategies. VERITAS, proposed in [3],
is known as the first single-sided spectrum auction designed
to be truthful. However, it is shown that when extended to
double auctions the truthfulness no longer holds [4]. Similar
challenges also apply to [5], [9], and [10]. Therefore, such
extensions do not satisfy our requirement for economic ro-
bustness.
When double auctions are considered, there exist some

works in the literature on their designs in a global spectrum
market [4], [6], [7]. In [6] and [7], spectrum reuse is not
considered, and a complete conflict graph is assumed. Neither
of them is applicable to our system model.
In [4], an economically robust double auction design has

been proposed, referred to as TRUST, in a global spectrum
market. It is possible to propose a simple extension to TRUST
for local markets if the traded license areas are of some special
shape. For example, suppose all license areas are circular. As
shown in Fig. 3, we can partition the entire geographical region
into hexagonal cells, each with edge length r/2, where r is the
minimum radius of all circular license areas. Then, it is always
feasible for a buyer to trade with any seller whose license area
is centered within the same cell of the buyer. In other words,
within one cell, the market is global. The proposed extension
applies TRUST in every cell to cover the whole market.

η

Direct extension to TRUST
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Our goal:
A spectrum double auction with 
local markets and high efficiency
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District

11

Auction 
type

Budget 
balance Truthfulness Individual 

rationality
Spectrum 

reuse
Market 

type
VERITAS, 

MobiCom’08 Single -- Yes Yes Yes Global

Jia et al., 
MobiHoc’09 Single -- Yes Yes Yes Global

TRUST,
INFOCOM’09 Double Yes Yes Yes Yes Global

TODA,
DySpan’10 Double Yes Yes Yes No Global

Xu et al.,
INFOCOM’10 Double Yes Yes Yes No Global

District,
SECON’11 Double Yes Yes Yes Yes Local
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Two designs

District-U

Uniform pricing: all winning buyers/sellers face the same price
No a priori information needed

District-D

Price discrimination: different winners face different prices
Require a priori information

12

A priori 
info Efficiency Budget 

balance Truthfulness Individual 
rationality

Spectrum 
reuse

Market 
type

District-U No Medium Always Yes Yes Yes Local

District-D Yes High In 
expectation Yes Yes Yes Local
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District-U
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District-U

The trade matching is equivalent to graph colouring if no 
economic properties are considered
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Fig. 3. The graph abstraction G = (V,E,C) of the sce-
nario depicted in Fig. 2. A feasible spectrum assignment
is also given. The underlined spectrum is assigned to its
corresponding user in the figure.

2.1 Modelling Channel Transactions within Local
Markets

Channels should be assigned without introducing inter-
ference. We use a conflict graph G = (V,E) to represent
interference relations among buyers, where V is the
collection of buyers and E is the collection of edges,
such that two buyers share an edge if they are in
conflict with each other and cannot use the same channel
simultaneously. In our example shown in Fig. 2, seven
conflicting pairs of buyers are illustrated by dotted lines.

We say seller m and buyer n are tradable if n is within
m’s local market so that it can trade with m. We use Cn

to denote the set of tradable sellers of a buyer n. For
example, in Fig. 2, B1’s tradable sellers are S1 and S5,
i.e., CB1 = {S1, S5}.

Now the network scenario can be represented by a
conflict graph G as well as all buyers’ tradable sellers
{Cn}. As an example, Fig. 3 illustrates such a represen-
tation of the scenario depicted in Fig. 2, with CBi

labeled
next to Bi (i = 1, . . . , 7).

A channel assignment scheme is feasible if all transac-
tions are made between tradable sellers and buyers, and
no two buyers sharing an edge in G are assigned to the
same seller. A feasible assignment can be equivalently
converted to a feasible graph coloring scheme by treating
tradable sellers Cn as the available colors that can be
used to color node n in G. In this sense, a buyer n
is assigned to a tradable seller m if node n in G is
colored by m ! Cn, and vice versa. As an example, one
feasible channel assignment of the scenario depicted in
Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3, with the assigned spectrum
underlined in the text. It can be seen that the assignment
is exactly a feasible graph coloring scheme. We say a
buyer n (a seller m) is a winner if node n is colored (color
m is used) in G; otherwise, it is a loser. For notational
convenience, we integrate the available colors of nodes
into the conflict graph and denote it by G = (V,E,C),
where C = {Cn|n ! V }.

2.2 Spectrum Double Auction
With the knowledge of G, the auctioneer collects asks
(bids) from the sellers (buyers). Denote by am and bn
the ask and bid submitted by the seller m and buyer
n, respectively. Every seller m has a true ask atm, a price
that it believes its channel is worth. Every buyer n also
has a true bid btn, a price quantifying its economic benefit
of getting a channel. The value of atm (btn) is the private
information of the seller m (buyer n), and is unknown to
anyone else, including the auctioneer. Note that the seller
m may submit a different ask from its true ask (i.e., am "=
atm), as long as it believes that this is more beneficial.
Similar misreporting strategy may also be adopted by
any buyer n (i.e., bn "= btn).

After collecting all asks a = (a1, . . . , aM ) and bids
b = (b1, . . . , bN ), the auctioneer clears the market by
computing the channel assignment and winner payoffs.
The assignment is represented by a coloring scheme of
the conflict graph G, as mentioned before. Every winning
seller m is paid pm by the auctioneer for leasing a
channel, while every winning buyer n is charged cn by
the auctioneer. Therefore, the payoffs consist of both the
payments p = (p1, . . . , pM ) to sellers and the charges
c = (c1, . . . , cN ) to buyers. Then, for each winning pair,
the utility of seller m is us

m = pm#atm, and that of buyer
n is ub

n = btn # cn. For all losing sellers and buyers,
the payments, charges, and corresponding utilities are
all zero. The auctioneer gains a revenue, defined as the
difference between the total charges and total payments,
! =

!

n cn #
!

m pm.

2.3 Economic Requirements
To encourage participation, an auction should satisfy
some basic economic requirements [12] as defined below.

2.3.1 Individual Rationality
Definition 1 (Individual rationality): An auction mecha-

nism is said to be individually rational if no winning buyer
is charged higher than its bid, and no winning seller is
paid less than its ask. Formally,

cn $ bn, n = 1, . . . , N , (1)

pm % am, m = 1, . . . ,M . (2)

By joining the auction with individual rationality, all
participants are guaranteed to be benefited, since they
can always ask for more or bid less than their true valu-
ations. This property is critical in attracting participation.

2.3.2 Budget Balance
To make the auction self-sustained without any external
subsidies, the generated revenue is required to be non-
negative.

Definition 2 (Budget balance): An auction mechanism is
said to achieve the ex post budget balance if its revenue
is always nonnegative, i.e.,

! =
N
"

n=1

cn #
M
"

m=1

pm % 0 . (3)
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mentioned in the literature. Most existing spectrum auc-
tions [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] are designed based on the
global market, where channels are globally accessible to
all users, and have to be traded as a whole in the entire
license area. This assumption not only is impractical,
but will also seriously degrade the flexibility of selling
options, leaving license holders unable or unwilling to
join the market. It is typical for channels to be only
available to wireless users in limited local regions, rather
than the entire license area of a license holder. Wireless
users who are outside of the limited local regions are not
able to access these available channels. For example, in
Fig. 1, a channel may be vacant in region A, yet utilized
by its license holder in region B and C. In the global
market, however, a license holder has to decide if it is
able to make channels vacant in its entire license area,
and channels that are available only in part of the regions
are not ready for sale.

To bridge such a gap between the existing literature
and practical limitations of geographical spectrum lo-
cality, in this paper, we present District, a set of new
spectrum double auctions that are specifically designed
for local spectrum markets. With District, a license holder
can freely partition its entire license area and either sell
or reserve spectrum in local markets, based on their
own requirements. Moreover, District allows the same
channel to be shared by multiple wireless users if no
interference occurs.

We believe that it is crucial for District to maintain
basic properties of economic robustness (truthfulness in
particular). As a matter of fact, introducing the notion
of local markets imposes non-trivial challenges when
economic robustness is to be maintained. Most exist-
ing spectrum double auctions [5], [7], [8] are based on
McAfee’s design [10], which is for the global market only.
Their direct extensions, as shown in Sec. 3, are either
not feasible or leading to fairly inefficient outcomes.
To maintain economic robustness, District is designed
to work effectively in cases with and without a priori
information about bid distributions. In the former case,
District extends Myerson’s virtual valuations [11] to dou-
ble auctions and designs a market with a discriminatory
pricing policy — different auction winners might face
different charges or payments. In the latter case, District
sets a uniform pricing mechanism to charge all winners
uniformly. Both mechanisms are proved to be computa-
tionally efficient and economically robust. Extensive sim-
ulation studies show that District substantially improves
spectrum utilization with local markets, and is scalable
to large networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. 2, we present the system model and formulate the
problem considered in this paper. In Sec. 3, we show that
simple extensions to existing spectrum auction designs
are not feasible. Sec. 5 and Sec. 4 formally present the two
designs of District in cases without and with distribution
information, respectively. Extensive simulation results
are shown in Sec. 6. Sec. 7 reviews the related work and

Auctioneer

S4

S1

S2

B2

B5

B7
S5 B3

B1

B6

B4

S3

Fig. 2. A spectrum double auction with 7 buyers and 5
sellers. An auctioneer performs the auction among sellers
and buyers. Sellers can partition their license areas and
sell any pieces of their spectrum in local markets. All
license areas for sale are circular in this figure, but can
have any shape in general. The dotted lines indicate
interference relations among buyers.

Sec. 8 concludes the paper.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

In a practical spectrum market (e.g., SpecEx [3]), the li-
cense holder sells the right to access its under-used chan-
nels, while the wireless user attempts to buy channel
access at an affordable price. This can be modeled by a
double auction with one auctioneer. Here the auctioneer
can be the spectrum database administrator appointed
by FCC (e.g., Spectrum Bridge). In each round, every
seller has one channel for sale in an indicated license
area — called the local market — in which the channel is
vacant (e.g., region A in Fig. 1). Each seller reports the
channel, the associated local market, and an ask to the
auctioneer, while each buyer requests to buy one channel
by submitting a bid to the auctioneer. All bids and asks
are submitted in a sealed manner — no one has access
to any information about the others’ submissions. After
collecting all these submissions, the auctioneer computes
the best set of channel transactions to clear the market.
The main challenge is to establish proper payoff schemes
and to optimally match buyers and sellers, with the
constraints that all channel transactions must be made
within local markets, and that no interfering buyers are
assigned to the same seller. Fig. 2 illustrates an example
of such a double auction with multiple spectrum sellers
and buyers in different local markets. Note that the areas
of local markets are drawn as circles only for illustration.
In fact, they can have any shape and may not even be
contiguous in general. We finally assume there are M
participating license holders and N wireless users.

Node = buyer
Colour = seller
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Guarantee economic properties

Use trade reduction to explicitly remove unprofitable 
transactions, i.e., remove nodes and colours from the graph

Colour the remaining graph to assign transactions

Calculate the uniform prices for winning buyers/sellers

15
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Trade reduction

A predefined admission rate r

For N buyers, we admit top
Use (N’+1)-th bid as an admission threshold for sellers

16
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(a) Illustration of the trade reduction.
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(b) The trade reduction applied to Fig. 2.
Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of the trade reduction nature in Algorithm 1. The bold lines represent the winning bids and
asks. The bids of the enrolled N ! buyers are no less than the asks of M ! admitted sellers. All others are removed.
(b) An example of applying the trade reduction to the scenario depicted in Fig. 2. We assume N ! = 6 and M ! = 3.
The underlined spectrum is assigned to the corresponding buyer. All winning buyers pay bB7 and all winning sellers
receive aS4.

4.3 Economic Properties
Intuitively, one might think that the economic properties
of District-U should depend on the concrete form of
GraphColoring(·) adopted by Algorithm 1 in line 3.
Surprisingly, the following analysis shows a general
result saying that District-U is guaranteed to be eco-
nomically robust, as long as the GraphColoring(·) is
a deterministic algorithm. That is, with the same input
G, GraphColoring(·) should always produce the same
output.

To see this interesting result, we first prove the ex post
budget balance directly. We then prove that District-U is
bid monotonic with critical payoffs, which is sufficient to
lead to truthfulness and individual rationality [12], [14].

Proposition 1: District-U is ex post budget balanced.
Proof: First we show that the payment to any win-

ning seller does not exceed the charge from any winning
buyer. To see this, consider an arbitrary transaction made
between seller m and buyer n. We have:

pm = aM !+1 ! bN !+1 = cn , (9)

where the inequality is derived from the construction of
M ! (line 2 of Algorithm 1). Now denote by x and y the
number of winning buyers and sellers, respectively. We
complete the proof by showing that

! =
N
!

n=1

cn "
M
!

m=1

pm

= x · bN !+1 " y · aM !+1

# 0 , (10)

where the inequality results from (9) and the fact that
x # y.

Before we proceed to the formal proof of truthfulness
and individual rationality, we first introduce two impor-
tant concepts, the monotonicity and criticality. Both of
them serve central roles in the proofs.

Definition 4 (Monotonicity): An auction mechanism is
bid monotonic such that for every buyer n (seller m), if by
submitting bn (am) it wins, then by submitting b!n > bn
(a!m < am) it also wins, given the others’ submissions
remain unchanged.

The interpretation of Definition 4 is quite straight-
forward: a more competitive submission never hurts a
buyer’s or a seller’s chance of winning. An important
property associated with a bid monotonic auction is
the unique existence of the critical submission defined
below.

Definition 5 (Criticality): For winning buyer n (seller
m), we say bn (am) is critical if n (m) wins by submitting
b!n > bn (a!m < am) and loses by submitting b!n < bn
(a!m > am), given the others’ submissions remain un-
changed.

In other words, the critical bid (ask) is the minimum
(maximum) submission for a buyer (seller) to win the
auction, and is therefore a threshold submission in de-
termining their auction results. Its value depends on
other buyers’ bids (sellers’ asks) and how the winners
are selected from the participants.

There is one important result in mechanism design
regarding the truthfulness and individual rationality, as
described in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 ([12]): A bid monotonic auction is truthful
and individually rational if and only if it always charges
critical bids from winning buyers and pays critical asks
to winning sellers.

Now we show that District-U is bid monotonic with
critical payoffs, and is hence truthful and individually
rational.

Proposition 2: District-U is bid monotonic.
Proof: Suppose buyer n wins by bidding bn. Then

bN !+1 ! bn. Hence, by unilaterally raising the bid up to
b!n > bn, n remains among the top N ! buyers. It will be
admitted again, and GM !,N ! remains unchanged. Since
GraphColoring is deterministic, with the same GM !,N ! as
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Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of the trade reduction nature in Algorithm 1. The bold lines represent the winning bids and
asks. The bids of the enrolled N ! buyers are no less than the asks of M ! admitted sellers. All others are removed.
(b) An example of applying the trade reduction to the scenario depicted in Fig. 2. We assume N ! = 6 and M ! = 3.
The underlined spectrum is assigned to the corresponding buyer. All winning buyers pay bB7 and all winning sellers
receive aS4.

4.3 Economic Properties
Intuitively, one might think that the economic properties
of District-U should depend on the concrete form of
GraphColoring(·) adopted by Algorithm 1 in line 3.
Surprisingly, the following analysis shows a general
result saying that District-U is guaranteed to be eco-
nomically robust, as long as the GraphColoring(·) is
a deterministic algorithm. That is, with the same input
G, GraphColoring(·) should always produce the same
output.

To see this interesting result, we first prove the ex post
budget balance directly. We then prove that District-U is
bid monotonic with critical payoffs, which is sufficient to
lead to truthfulness and individual rationality [12], [14].

Proposition 1: District-U is ex post budget balanced.
Proof: First we show that the payment to any win-

ning seller does not exceed the charge from any winning
buyer. To see this, consider an arbitrary transaction made
between seller m and buyer n. We have:

pm = aM !+1 ! bN !+1 = cn , (9)

where the inequality is derived from the construction of
M ! (line 2 of Algorithm 1). Now denote by x and y the
number of winning buyers and sellers, respectively. We
complete the proof by showing that

! =
N
!

n=1

cn "
M
!

m=1

pm

= x · bN !+1 " y · aM !+1

# 0 , (10)

where the inequality results from (9) and the fact that
x # y.

Before we proceed to the formal proof of truthfulness
and individual rationality, we first introduce two impor-
tant concepts, the monotonicity and criticality. Both of
them serve central roles in the proofs.

Definition 4 (Monotonicity): An auction mechanism is
bid monotonic such that for every buyer n (seller m), if by
submitting bn (am) it wins, then by submitting b!n > bn
(a!m < am) it also wins, given the others’ submissions
remain unchanged.

The interpretation of Definition 4 is quite straight-
forward: a more competitive submission never hurts a
buyer’s or a seller’s chance of winning. An important
property associated with a bid monotonic auction is
the unique existence of the critical submission defined
below.

Definition 5 (Criticality): For winning buyer n (seller
m), we say bn (am) is critical if n (m) wins by submitting
b!n > bn (a!m < am) and loses by submitting b!n < bn
(a!m > am), given the others’ submissions remain un-
changed.

In other words, the critical bid (ask) is the minimum
(maximum) submission for a buyer (seller) to win the
auction, and is therefore a threshold submission in de-
termining their auction results. Its value depends on
other buyers’ bids (sellers’ asks) and how the winners
are selected from the participants.

There is one important result in mechanism design
regarding the truthfulness and individual rationality, as
described in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 ([12]): A bid monotonic auction is truthful
and individually rational if and only if it always charges
critical bids from winning buyers and pays critical asks
to winning sellers.

Now we show that District-U is bid monotonic with
critical payoffs, and is hence truthful and individually
rational.

Proposition 2: District-U is bid monotonic.
Proof: Suppose buyer n wins by bidding bn. Then

bN !+1 ! bn. Hence, by unilaterally raising the bid up to
b!n > bn, n remains among the top N ! buyers. It will be
admitted again, and GM !,N ! remains unchanged. Since
GraphColoring is deterministic, with the same GM !,N ! as

N � = N · r
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Colour the remaining graph

Assign transactions using graph colouring

Any deterministic graph colouring algorithm is accepted
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(b) The trade reduction applied to Fig. 2.
Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of the trade reduction nature in Algorithm 1. The bold lines represent the winning bids and
asks. The bids of the enrolled N ! buyers are no less than the asks of M ! admitted sellers. All others are removed.
(b) An example of applying the trade reduction to the scenario depicted in Fig. 2. We assume N ! = 6 and M ! = 3.
The underlined spectrum is assigned to the corresponding buyer. All winning buyers pay bB7 and all winning sellers
receive aS4.

4.3 Economic Properties
Intuitively, one might think that the economic properties
of District-U should depend on the concrete form of
GraphColoring(·) adopted by Algorithm 1 in line 3.
Surprisingly, the following analysis shows a general
result saying that District-U is guaranteed to be eco-
nomically robust, as long as the GraphColoring(·) is
a deterministic algorithm. That is, with the same input
G, GraphColoring(·) should always produce the same
output.

To see this interesting result, we first prove the ex post
budget balance directly. We then prove that District-U is
bid monotonic with critical payoffs, which is sufficient to
lead to truthfulness and individual rationality [12], [14].

Proposition 1: District-U is ex post budget balanced.
Proof: First we show that the payment to any win-

ning seller does not exceed the charge from any winning
buyer. To see this, consider an arbitrary transaction made
between seller m and buyer n. We have:

pm = aM !+1 ! bN !+1 = cn , (9)

where the inequality is derived from the construction of
M ! (line 2 of Algorithm 1). Now denote by x and y the
number of winning buyers and sellers, respectively. We
complete the proof by showing that

! =
N
!

n=1

cn "
M
!

m=1

pm

= x · bN !+1 " y · aM !+1

# 0 , (10)

where the inequality results from (9) and the fact that
x # y.

Before we proceed to the formal proof of truthfulness
and individual rationality, we first introduce two impor-
tant concepts, the monotonicity and criticality. Both of
them serve central roles in the proofs.

Definition 4 (Monotonicity): An auction mechanism is
bid monotonic such that for every buyer n (seller m), if by
submitting bn (am) it wins, then by submitting b!n > bn
(a!m < am) it also wins, given the others’ submissions
remain unchanged.

The interpretation of Definition 4 is quite straight-
forward: a more competitive submission never hurts a
buyer’s or a seller’s chance of winning. An important
property associated with a bid monotonic auction is
the unique existence of the critical submission defined
below.

Definition 5 (Criticality): For winning buyer n (seller
m), we say bn (am) is critical if n (m) wins by submitting
b!n > bn (a!m < am) and loses by submitting b!n < bn
(a!m > am), given the others’ submissions remain un-
changed.

In other words, the critical bid (ask) is the minimum
(maximum) submission for a buyer (seller) to win the
auction, and is therefore a threshold submission in de-
termining their auction results. Its value depends on
other buyers’ bids (sellers’ asks) and how the winners
are selected from the participants.

There is one important result in mechanism design
regarding the truthfulness and individual rationality, as
described in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 ([12]): A bid monotonic auction is truthful
and individually rational if and only if it always charges
critical bids from winning buyers and pays critical asks
to winning sellers.

Now we show that District-U is bid monotonic with
critical payoffs, and is hence truthful and individually
rational.

Proposition 2: District-U is bid monotonic.
Proof: Suppose buyer n wins by bidding bn. Then

bN !+1 ! bn. Hence, by unilaterally raising the bid up to
b!n > bn, n remains among the top N ! buyers. It will be
admitted again, and GM !,N ! remains unchanged. Since
GraphColoring is deterministic, with the same GM !,N ! as
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Calculate uniform prices
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Fig. 5. (a) Illustration of the trade reduction nature in Algorithm 1. The bold lines represent the winning bids and
asks. The bids of the enrolled N ! buyers are no less than the asks of M ! admitted sellers. All others are removed.
(b) An example of applying the trade reduction to the scenario depicted in Fig. 2. We assume N ! = 6 and M ! = 3.
The underlined spectrum is assigned to the corresponding buyer. All winning buyers pay bB7 and all winning sellers
receive aS4.

4.3 Economic Properties
Intuitively, one might think that the economic properties
of District-U should depend on the concrete form of
GraphColoring(·) adopted by Algorithm 1 in line 3.
Surprisingly, the following analysis shows a general
result saying that District-U is guaranteed to be eco-
nomically robust, as long as the GraphColoring(·) is
a deterministic algorithm. That is, with the same input
G, GraphColoring(·) should always produce the same
output.

To see this interesting result, we first prove the ex post
budget balance directly. We then prove that District-U is
bid monotonic with critical payoffs, which is sufficient to
lead to truthfulness and individual rationality [12], [14].

Proposition 1: District-U is ex post budget balanced.
Proof: First we show that the payment to any win-

ning seller does not exceed the charge from any winning
buyer. To see this, consider an arbitrary transaction made
between seller m and buyer n. We have:

pm = aM !+1 ! bN !+1 = cn , (9)

where the inequality is derived from the construction of
M ! (line 2 of Algorithm 1). Now denote by x and y the
number of winning buyers and sellers, respectively. We
complete the proof by showing that

! =
N
!

n=1

cn "
M
!

m=1

pm

= x · bN !+1 " y · aM !+1

# 0 , (10)

where the inequality results from (9) and the fact that
x # y.

Before we proceed to the formal proof of truthfulness
and individual rationality, we first introduce two impor-
tant concepts, the monotonicity and criticality. Both of
them serve central roles in the proofs.

Definition 4 (Monotonicity): An auction mechanism is
bid monotonic such that for every buyer n (seller m), if by
submitting bn (am) it wins, then by submitting b!n > bn
(a!m < am) it also wins, given the others’ submissions
remain unchanged.

The interpretation of Definition 4 is quite straight-
forward: a more competitive submission never hurts a
buyer’s or a seller’s chance of winning. An important
property associated with a bid monotonic auction is
the unique existence of the critical submission defined
below.

Definition 5 (Criticality): For winning buyer n (seller
m), we say bn (am) is critical if n (m) wins by submitting
b!n > bn (a!m < am) and loses by submitting b!n < bn
(a!m > am), given the others’ submissions remain un-
changed.

In other words, the critical bid (ask) is the minimum
(maximum) submission for a buyer (seller) to win the
auction, and is therefore a threshold submission in de-
termining their auction results. Its value depends on
other buyers’ bids (sellers’ asks) and how the winners
are selected from the participants.

There is one important result in mechanism design
regarding the truthfulness and individual rationality, as
described in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 ([12]): A bid monotonic auction is truthful
and individually rational if and only if it always charges
critical bids from winning buyers and pays critical asks
to winning sellers.

Now we show that District-U is bid monotonic with
critical payoffs, and is hence truthful and individually
rational.

Proposition 2: District-U is bid monotonic.
Proof: Suppose buyer n wins by bidding bn. Then

bN !+1 ! bn. Hence, by unilaterally raising the bid up to
b!n > bn, n remains among the top N ! buyers. It will be
admitted again, and GM !,N ! remains unchanged. Since
GraphColoring is deterministic, with the same GM !,N ! as

Uniform price
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District-D
A priori 

info Efficiency Budget 
balance Truthfulness Individual 

rationality
Spectrum 

reuse
Market 

type

District-U No Medium Always Yes Yes Yes Local

District-D Yes High In 
expectation Yes Yes Yes Local
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District-D

If bid distributions are known, we have a high-efficiency 
solution 

Extend Myerson’s Revenue Equivalence Theorem to double 
auctions

Spectrum auction design               weighted graph colouring

Node n has a weight: buyer n’s virtual valuation
Colour m has a weight: seller m’s virtual valuations
Weighted sum of a colouring: auctioneer’s revenue
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Proof: We use the following notation
for convenience. Given v, let va

!m =
(a1, . . . , am!1, am+1, . . . , aM , b1, . . . , bN ) be the vector
where the mth ask is removed. Similarly, let vb

!n be the
vector where the nth bid is removed. Then we have

Ev[!(v)] = Ev

!

"

n

cn(v)!
"

m

pm(v)

#

(14)

=
"

n

E
v
b
!n

Ebn [cn(v)]!
"

m

Ev
a
!m

Eam
[pm(v)] .

Now consider Eam
[pm(v)]. It has been shown in [12]

and [15] that, when va
!m is fixed, a truthful mechanism

M always offers a take-it-or-leave-it payment3, say p, for
the seller m . That is, the seller m wins the auction if and
only if its submitted ask does not exceed p. Therefore,

Eam
[pm(v)] = p · F s

m(p)

=

$ p

0

%

z +
F s
m(z)

fs
m(z)

&

· fs
m(z)dz

= Eam
["m(am) · ym(v)] , (15)

where the second equality can be verified by performing
integration by parts on the right hand side.

Similar argument also applies to buyers. When va
!m is

given, the truthful M induces a take-it-or-leave-it price
p for buyer n, who wins when bidding higher than p.
Therefore,

Ebn [cn(v)] = p · (1! F b
n(p))

=

$ "

p

%

z !
1! F b

n(z)

f b
n(z)

&

· f b
n(z)dz

= Ebn [#n(bn) · xn(v)] . (16)

Substituting (15) and (16) back to (14), we have

Ev[!(v)] = Ev

!

"

n

#n(bn)xn(v)!
"

m

"m(am)ym(v)

#

.

Lemma 2 reveals an important fact — dealing with vir-
tual valuations is equivalent to dealing with submitted
bids (asks), in terms of the expected revenue.

Introducing #n(·) and "m(·) greatly simplifies the
auction design problem. Suppose the conflict graph G
is given. For a buyer n with bid bn, we assign #n(bn) as
the node weight to node n. For seller m with ask am, we
assign "m(am) as the color weight to color m. We define
the weight of a colored graph G as

W (G) =
N
"

n=1

#n(bn) · xn !
M
"

m=1

"m(am) · ym . (17)

Here xn = 1 if n is colored, and xn = 0 otherwise; ym = 1
if m is used to color, and ym = 0 otherwise. By Lemma 2,
we have

Ev [!M(v, G)] = Ev [W (G)] . (18)

3. It can be proved that this payment relies on M and v
a

!m
, but is

independent of am.

Therefore, achieving the ex ante budget balance is equiv-
alent to maintaining the weighted sum non-negative in
expectation, i.e., E[W (G)] " 0.

Recall that the ultimate goal of our design is to pur-
sue a high auction efficiency. We can now rewrite the
objective problem (6) as follows:

max
M

E [$M] (19)

s.t. E[W (G)] " 0 ,

M is truthful and individually rational .

We see from the analysis above that the expected
revenue of a truthful mechanism can be fully character-
ized by winners only, independent of their payoffs. In
other words, for truthful spectrum auctions, the winner-
determination algorithm (i.e., graph coloring) character-
izes the pricing scheme, and serves a key role in District-
D’s design.

5.2 Winner Determination
Based on our model, calculating the winning buyers
and sellers is, in essence, to calculate a graph coloring
scheme. From (19), we see that such a coloring scheme
should color as many nodes as possible, while keeping
the weighted sum non-negative in expectation. Due to
the intractability of this problem, our design is heuristic-
based.

In the proposed heuristic algorithm, at every iteration,
we pick a feasible buyer-seller pair with the maximum
marginal revenue measured by the virtual valuation. We
then add the pair’s marginal revenue to the accumulated
revenue. If a deficit (i.e., the resulted revenue is negative)
occurs, the pair is rejected and the algorithm terminates.
Otherwise, the pair is accepted, and we proceed to the
next iteration and repeat the above procedure.

For convenience, we introduce the following notations
before presenting the formal algorithm in Algorithm 2.

• T – Round-by-round record of transactions already
made by the winner-determination algorithm.

• T b – Set of winning buyers corresponding to T .
• T s – Set of winning sellers corresponding to T .
• !m,n(T , am, bn) – Marginal revenue generated by

assigning m to n, given T , seller m’s ask am, and
buyer n’s bid bn. If the assignment is feasible, then
by (13), we have

!m,n(T , am, bn) = #n(bn)! "m(am)Im/#T s , (20)

where I! = 1 if % is true, I! = 0 otherwise. When
the assignment is not feasible, we simply define

!m,n(T , am, bn) = !# . (21)

• MaxMarginalRev(T ) – Given T , calculate the
transaction (m,n) with the maximum marginal
revenue among all feasible transactions, i.e.,
!m,n(T , am, bn) = maxi,j !i,j(T , ai, bj). The return
is a 3-tuple (m,n,!), where ! = !m,n(T , am, bn).

φn(bn)

ψm(am)
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District-D (cont’d)

Budget balance                 Non-negative weighted sum 

High efficiency                colour as many nodes as possible

Winner determination

Greedily colour a graph while maintaining a non-negative weighted 
sum

Pricing

Calculate critical price for each winner
Different winners face different prices
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Evaluations
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District-U

Predefined admission rate = 50%
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(b) Standard deviation of the auction
efficiency.
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Fig. 8. The performance of District-U with 50% buyers enrolled.
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Fig. 9. The performance of District-D.
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Fig. 10. Auction efficiency of TRUST-extension.

to the scalability of District-D. The efficiency of TRUST-
extension improves only when a very large amount of
channel supplies are available in the market, but it is still
severely limited when the number of buyers is small.
By comparing Fig. 10 with both Fig. 8a and Fig. 9a,
we conclude that District significantly outperforms the
simple extension in Sec. 3.

7 RELATED WORK
Auction mechanism serves as an efficient way to dis-
tribute scarce resources in a market. To encourage par-
ticipation, the auction is required to be economically

robust. Many well-known mechanisms, including both
single-sided and double-sided auctions, are designed to
achieve truthfulness for physical commodities [10], [11],
[13], [17]. An excellent treatment of auction theory can
be found in [15].

Similar to commodity auctions, spectrum auctions pro-
vide efficient solutions to distribute spectrum resources
in wireless networks. Pioneering works include [18],
[19], [20], and [21]. All of them focus on the primary
markets where primary users bid to obtain the long-term
spectrum rights from the government.

Recently, spectrum auction has received considerable
attention in dynamic spectrum access. Some early works
in this field include transmit power auctions [22] and
spectrum band auctions [23], [24], [25]. [24] aims to
generate maximum revenue for sellers and employ linear
programming to model interference constraints. Similar
object is also adopted in [25], where a greedy graph
coloring algorithm is used to maximize the revenue in
cellular network. [23] also proposes a spectrum alloca-
tion algorithm with linear programming to formulate the
channel management problem in homogeneous CDMA
networks. However, none of these designs guarantees
the truthful behaviours of participants.

Truthfulness is first addressed for single-sided spec-
trum auctions in [4], where spectrum reuse is also
considered. [6] investigates the revenue maximization
problem in single-sided settings and proposes an auction
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District-D
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to the scalability of District-D. The efficiency of TRUST-
extension improves only when a very large amount of
channel supplies are available in the market, but it is still
severely limited when the number of buyers is small.
By comparing Fig. 10 with both Fig. 8a and Fig. 9a,
we conclude that District significantly outperforms the
simple extension in Sec. 3.

7 RELATED WORK
Auction mechanism serves as an efficient way to dis-
tribute scarce resources in a market. To encourage par-
ticipation, the auction is required to be economically

robust. Many well-known mechanisms, including both
single-sided and double-sided auctions, are designed to
achieve truthfulness for physical commodities [10], [11],
[13], [17]. An excellent treatment of auction theory can
be found in [15].

Similar to commodity auctions, spectrum auctions pro-
vide efficient solutions to distribute spectrum resources
in wireless networks. Pioneering works include [18],
[19], [20], and [21]. All of them focus on the primary
markets where primary users bid to obtain the long-term
spectrum rights from the government.

Recently, spectrum auction has received considerable
attention in dynamic spectrum access. Some early works
in this field include transmit power auctions [22] and
spectrum band auctions [23], [24], [25]. [24] aims to
generate maximum revenue for sellers and employ linear
programming to model interference constraints. Similar
object is also adopted in [25], where a greedy graph
coloring algorithm is used to maximize the revenue in
cellular network. [23] also proposes a spectrum alloca-
tion algorithm with linear programming to formulate the
channel management problem in homogeneous CDMA
networks. However, none of these designs guarantees
the truthful behaviours of participants.

Truthfulness is first addressed for single-sided spec-
trum auctions in [4], where spectrum reuse is also
considered. [6] investigates the revenue maximization
problem in single-sided settings and proposes an auction
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District is a set of truthful spectrum double auctions 
supporting local markets

District-U

Achieve moderate level of efficiency
Suitable for a starting mechanism if no prior info is available

District-D

A more efficient mechanism if bid distributions are known

Auctioneers can start with District-U, and then switch to 
District-D when prior info is available

Conclusions
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Thank you!
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